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Foreword
In arguably the most important small town in the United States, amid over a
thousand monuments and markers dedicated to the memory of the American Civil
War, stands one distinctive sculpture on the campus of Gettysburg College: Sentinel
by Martin Puryear. The title alludes to the idea of a soldier keeping watch, and with
the backdrop of the Battle of Gettysburg in mind, this sentry suggests the vigilance
required to fight racial inequality. While the sculpture may not literally illustrate the
feats of fighting or borrow neoclassical motifs of heroism seen across the neighboring
monuments, Puryear’s Sentinel nonetheless bravely provides a more complex
counterpoint to the dominant narratives memorialized on the nearby battlefield.
Puryear, a Black artist, created a work that at once acknowledges the past, commemorates a place, and prompts the viewer to reflect on the identity of its maker and the
present issues of representation and equity in the United States today.
Gettysburg College extended the invitation to create a site-specific sculpture
to Martin Puryear in 1981. As the sculpture approaches its fortieth anniversary of
its installation, I am grateful for this moment to recognize the astute foresight of
Gettysburg College in 1981, particularly the administrators’, professors’, and students’
remarkable commitment to contemporary art and to securing a prestigious grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts. Now, with the same enthusiasm as her
predecessors at the College, student curator Merlyn Maldonado Lopez ’22 outlines
in this catalogue—and in the corresponding exhibition in Schmucker Art Gallery—the
history of Sentinel in the context of Puryear’s distinguished career.
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Merlyn’s insights and careful, well-researched analysis were made possible
by her participation in the Kolbe Summer Fellows Program, and I thank Maureen
Forrestal, Assistant Provost for Student Scholarly Engagement and Dean of Fellowships,
Scholarships and Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity, for her dedication
to all the Gettysburg College students who receive this competitive fellowship. Many
thanks also are due to Professor Nicholas Miller for his early enthusiasm for Merlyn’s
project and his expert, scholarly advice as she began her research, as well as to Meggan
Smith, Research, Instruction, and Reference Services Librarian. We are also especially
appreciative of Carolyn Sautter, Director of Special Collections and College Archives, for
making the primary materials accessible to Merlyn and all her work in support of the art
collection on campus. Gratitude is extended to Leslie Casteel for her tireless work for
Schmucker Art Gallery and to Ayumi Yasuda for the beautiful graphic design.
Mounting an exhibition in conjunction with the anniversary of this significant
sculpture would not have been achievable without the vision and generosity of
Dr. Deborah Smith P’11, P’13. In commemoration of President Janet Morgan Riggs’
retirement from Gettysburg College in 2019, Dr. Smith supported the purchase of
Martin Puryear’s print Lean To, which unmistakable depicts the College’s Sentinel in
the composition. More recently, the College was able to acquire another important
print by Martin Puryear as a result of a gift from Dr. Smith, in concert with the Michael
Birkner ’72 and Robin Wagner Art and Photography Acquisition Fund. And, Dr. Smith’s
loan of an additional print by Martin Puryear from her own collection has provided
Merlyn — as well as our students, faculty, staff, and other visitors to Schmucker Art
Gallery — an opportunity to see the breadth of Puryear’s work on paper.
Last and special thanks are given to Professor Alan Paulson and Nicholas Micros
’82. Both Alan and Nick were obliging with their time, talking with Merlyn and me
about their memories, experiences, and reflections with Puryear and the step-by-step
process of its construction. Alan deserves significant credit for selecting Martin Puryear
from the roster of candidates in 1981 and having the acumen to champion compelling
outdoor sculpture by a Black artist on campus. It also has been wonderful getting to
know Nick through the process of organizing this exhibition. Nick credits his time as a
student at Gettysburg College, as well as this profound experience with Puryear, as a
foundational moment for his subsequent career as a successful, prolific sculptor. Not
only did Nick provide a detailed accounting of the weeks working by Puryear’s side,
he also shared with us his images from his own collection: photographs of the installation and two extraordinary drawings gifted to Nick from Puryear. We also thank Nick
for his willingness to give a virtual gallery talk with our students, faculty, and visitors
in conjunction with the exhibition, which is supported by the Office of Diversity and
Inclusion, Africana Studies, and EPACC, Gettysburg College. It truly is a privilege to be
part of a community that has long advocated for ambitious art and diverse artists in a
place dedicated to the proposition of equity.
							— S

hannon Egan, PhD
Director, Schmucker Art Gallery
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“I want to make objects that somehow have
their own history and their own reason for
being and their own sense of themselves. I’m
not concerned just with the object’s formal
meaning, although it should be an intelligent
artifact, a thing of one’s own culture and time.
It’s equally crucial that there exist in the work
a recognition of the maker, of who I am.”1
— MARTIN PURYEAR (1978)

Artist Martin Puryear’s commitment to seeing objects as connected to history
and culture resonates with a moment when Gettysburg College reflected on the
significance of its own historical place and time. As the College approached the
sesquicentennial anniversary of its founding, it decided to mark the occasion not
with a ball or parade, but with “an intelligent artifact,” a permanent marker that both
recognizes its maker and offers its own history. In 1980, Associate Dean of the College
Robert Nordvall suggested to President Charles Glassick that they ought to commission
a monumental sculpture on campus.2 Glassick then created the Ad Hoc Sculpture
Committee and appointed Nordvall, who became chairman of the committee, Biology
Professor A. Ralph Cavaliere, Art Professor and sculptor Alan Paulson, Trustee Samuel
A. Schreckengaust, and, at Professor Paulson’s recommendation, student Nicholas
Micros, class of 1982.3
In a memorandum sent on June 13, 1980 Nordvall expressed to the members of
the Ad Hoc Sculpture Committee that the plans to commission a major sculpture for
the Sesquicentennial celebration were premised upon the College applying to the Art
in Public Places Grant to fund the project.4 Established by the National Endowment for
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the Arts (NEA), the Art in Public Places Grant’s goal was to make the best in contemporary art accessible to the public and to addord new opportunities to living American
artists.5 With an overall idea of where the sculpture could be built — the east end of
the new Musselman Library — the Ad Hoc Sculpture Committee then prepared a letter
of intent to the NEA by Gettysburg College to apply to the Art in Public Places Grant.
The letter of intent argued that the timing was appropriate to install a permanent
sculpture on the campus, as three large events coincided in 1982: the new Musselman
Library, the re-working of Schmucker Hall into the music and arts building, and, of
course, the sesquicentennial anniversary of the College’s founding.6 The committee
also argued that Gettysburg College was an ideal place to display a monumental work
of art because the abstract sculptures which the NEA usually funded would provide
a “contrast to the great number of pieces of traditional sculpture in the Gettysburg
battlefield area.”7 Additionally, due to Gettysburg’s location as a destination for
thousands of visitors annually, there was potential for the sculpture to become a
tourist attraction.8 The NEA saw the site’s potential in Gettysburg’s letter of intent, and
Gettysburg College was encouraged to move forward with the application process.
Part of the Art in Public Spaces grant application process was the selection
of an artist. As suggested by the NEA, a panel of experts in contemporary art and
experience with art in public spaces was gathered to select an American sculptor.9
Gettysburg College’s panel included Julie Brown, art historian and curator of the
Hudson River Museum in New York; Professor Alan Paulson, who was a member of
the College’s Ad Hoc Sculpture Committee; and David Pease, painter and dean of the
Tyler School of Art, Temple University in Philadelphia.10 Many of the grant’s recipients
chosen by the NEA include a variety of renowned artists today, but who at the time
were either emerging artists or established artists at early stages of their careers.11 One
of the artists in the NEA’s pool was Martin Puryear. Gettysburg’s panel of experts met
on February 11, 1981 to review the proposals of over 15 sculptors. In a memorandum
to President Glassick on February 16, 1981, Robert Nordvall states that Puryear was
selected unanimously.12 Gettysburg’s proposal led to a $22,000 award from the NEA.
The contract for the NEA’s Art in Public Places Grant specified that it would only pay
up to half of the costs of the project; Gettysburg College was required to provide
matching funds. In addition to the $22,000 granted by the NEA, the College provided
$25,000 to complete the project.13

Crafting A Career
Martin L. Puryear was born on May 23, 1941 in Washington, DC. Raised in the southwest
quadrant of the city, Puryear attended a segregated public school until the sixth
grade. In the early days of desegregation his family then moved to the more affluent
northeast quadrant.14 Puryear showed a talent for the arts from a young age, and his
parents nourished his artistic interest; crayons, paint, and paper were offered to him
during his childhood as devices to engage with the world.15 Puryear’s talent earned
him a scholarship with a private instructor, local artist Cornelia Yuditski, with whom
he studied during his elementary school years.16 Growing up, Puryear also frequented
many of Washington’s museums, including the National Gallery of Art, The Smithsonian
Museum of History and Technology, the Natural History Museum, and the Washington
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Zoo.17 During this formative time, Puryear avidly drew still lifes and studied Yuditski’s
large library of art books.18 Puryear spent a majority of his childhood drawing specific
birds and animal species and reading up on topics such as the natural sciences, Native
American culture, archery, and ornithology — topics that would continue to influence
his art into adulthood.19 Through the nurturing of Puryear’s art interest and curiosity
during his youth, Puryear found a sanctuary from the city’s segregationist politics.
Puryear completed a BA in Fine Art at the Catholic University of America in 1963.
Originally, Puryear studied biology, but he then decided to declare an art major and
focus on painting. As a student, Puryear was also already making furniture, guitars,
and canoes, demonstrating the artist’s early interest and fascination with how things
are constructed and an urge to master a range of skills.20 Upon graduating, Puryear
spent two years from 1965 through 1966 as a Peace Corps volunteer in Sierra Leone
where he learned traditional techniques of weaving, pottery making, cloth dyeing,
and woodworking.21 Puryear also made several woodcuts and drawings during these
formative years in Sierra Leone, as he was inspired by the region’s plants, animals,
buildings, and people.22
After his travels in Sierra Leone, Puryear extended his stay abroad by joining the
Royal Swedish Academy of Arts in Stockholm from 1966–1968. During his studies at
the Royal Swedish Academy, Puryear explored a range of printmaking techniques —
etching, aquatint, drypoint — involving incised lines and furrowed surfaces.23 Puryear’s
interest in Scandinavian woodworking, especially Danish and Finnish designs, is
reflected in his time spent working with James Krenov, a renowned furniture maker.
Puryear was profoundly influenced by Krenov as someone who, like Puryear, shared a
profound respect for materials and handwork.24 Around this time, Puryear also began
working on sculptures and started moving towards abstraction. As a result of his
efforts spent building and practicing woodworking, Puryear became more interested
in “making things” rather than images of things. He explains, “The pleasure I took
in making things found expression in sculpture.”25 After culminating his studies in
Scandinavia, Puryear then returned to the United States and enrolled in the graduate
program for sculpture at Yale University’s School of Art in 1969. Puryear explains his
reason for pursuing a master’s degree in fine arts, “I wanted to understand what was
happening [in the U.S.] and plug into that.”26 During this time, Puryear familiarized
himself with contemporary art movements, especially minimalism and post-minimalism, as well as AfriCOBRA (African Commune of Bad Relevant Artists), a group
committed to the creation of politically militant art.27 After earning his MFA from Yale,
Puryear was Assistant Professor at Fisk University in Nashville and then taught at the
University of Maryland in College Park.28
Over his long and remarkable career, Puryear participated in many renowned
exhibitions and received prestigious grants and awards. As a young artist, he received
the CAPS Grant in Sculpture, from the New York Creative Artists Public Service
Program in 1977 and the Individual Artist Fellowship from the NEA.29 Puryear had his
work included at the Whitney Biennial at the Whitney Museum of American Art in
New York City in 1979, 1981, and 1989.30 In 1982 he was a recipient of the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship, which he used to traveled to Japan
to study architecture and garden design.31 In 1989 Puryear was granted the McArthur
Genius Grant, and he participated as the sole representation of the United States in
the 1989 São Paolo Bienal, where he was awarded the grand prize.32 Puryear worked at
the Calder Atelier, Sache, France at the invitation of the French Government in 1992-93,
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and in 2011 he was awarded the National Medal of Arts by President Barack Obama.
Additionally, Puryear’s work has been in various exhibitions including Martin Puryear:
Multiple Dimensions, which was organized by the Art Institute of Chicago and travelled
to the Smithsonian American Art Museum in 2016. Puryear has also had a variety of
public installations including the Pavilion in the Trees (1993) in Philadelphia, Bearing
Witness (1997) in Washington, DC, and Big Bling (2016) in New York City.33 In 2018,
Puryear’s Liberty/Libertà exhibition was chosen to represent the United States at the
58th Venice Biennale in 2019.
A self-proclaimed maker, Puryear has come to be known for his complex works
that can be difficult to categorize. Puryear’s works have been classified as hybrids
of different art movements, including minimalism, post-modernism, and modernism.
For instance, Puryear’s use of natural materials and handwork clashes against the
industrialization seen in minimalism, while his interest in shapes, forms, mass and
volume of figures places him among modernist traditions.34 Despite the various
styles, all of Puryear’s works are carefully crafted, often worked by hand, and made
of organic materials such as tar, wood, stone, as well as various metals. His work has
been described as a combination of minimalist logic with traditional ways of making.
Puryear’s dreamlike explorations in abstract forms retain elements of utility and sometimes echo everyday objects found in the world.35 With an impressive career spanning
decades, Puryear is now regarded as one of the most important sculptors working
today, and Gettysburg College’s Sentinel is a foundational part of the artist’s legacy.

Building Sentinel
Professor Paulson perhaps could not have anticipated all of Puryear’s remarkable
successes, but prior to making of Sentinel in 1982, Puryear already had demonstrated
his artistic promise and ambition. With a few solo shows, Puryear’s mature artistic
style was starting to be defined. Puryear’s sculptures could be understood in terms
of his mastery of the material, and fascination with interior spaces and exterior
surfaces, as well as certain shapes, like cones and arcs. For instance, the arc shape is
emphasized in Arkon Bwah (1973), a rudimentary bow made of willow wood and hemp
rope. The temporary sculpture Cedar Lodge (1977), made of red cedar, fir, and rawhide
echoes a functional small building. Cedar Lodge’s cedar exterior resembles the mold
that soon later would be used to build Sentinel. Perhaps Puryear’s best-known work
from this time is Self (1978), made of stained and painted red cedar and mahogany. In
Self, Puryear invokes a trend seen in his sculptures where he takes a seemingly simple
form and distorts it by wrenching it, twisting and contorting it, or opening up gaps.36
Standing at almost 6-feet tall, Self looks like a solid and heavy monolith, but it has a
hollow core. Puryear used a cold molding technique, a process used for boat building
and furniture making, to create a sculpture with compound curves that was not
carved nor is monolithic.37 Puryear described the process of making Self when it first
was exhibited at the Guggenheim Museum in New York: “Presently I am very aware of
trying to make particular kinds of objects to create just the right sort of link between
my world and myself.”38 Self’s form closely resembles the overall shape chosen for
Sentinel, but Puryear had to accommodate and adapt to ensure a successful sculpture
that could withstand its environment.
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At this early stage in his career, Puryear had experience working with more
natural materials such as wood but had not yet made permanent outdoor sculpture
that would be able to withstand environmental changes and ongoing public
engagement over time. Upon being chosen as the artist to commemorate Gettysburg
College’s Sesquicentennial, Puryear was asked to submit his plans for the sculpture.39
According to Micros, Puryear sent a box to the College of his various ideas for the
outdoor sculpture. The box itself was carefully constructed, and Puryear included
drawings and three different models for the sculpture. All iterations of Sentinel
resembled the shape of the final sculpture, but one was made entirely of fieldstone,
one was comprised of cement, and one was presented with a combination of
fieldstone and cement. To Micros, Puryear worked like an architect; his drawings were
very schematical and clearly showed his ideas for the aesthetic and specific means
of construction for the sculpture. In a drawing of Sentinel gifted to Micros, Puryear
envisions the changing shape of Sentinel depending on the perspective of the viewer.
The drawing includes the linework of the narrow side next to the side-sloped and
wide side of Sentinel. While the narrow sketch is empty, the wide side is comprised
of concentric ovals within its interior. The repetition of ovals visualizes the volume
of the sculpture. These drawings and models were displayed in a small exhibition in
Schmucker Art Gallery in April 1982.
While the original plan was for the sculpture to be dedicated during Charter
Week in April 1982, due to funding conflicts with the NEA, the time to complete the
sculpture by April was cut short.40 In addition to the time constraints, due to prior
commitments and the desire to ensure the sculpture was of the best quality, Puryear
sought to postpone the installation of the sculpture.41 Therefore, the deadline was
shifted to October 1982, to coincide with Homecoming Weekend. This new timeline
would also enable students to be present during the building of the sculpture.
In preparation for the project, Puryear spent a couple of days exploring the
countryside surrounding the College, researching the materials and methods of
construction used on barns and houses in the area.42 In an interview with David Levi
Strauss, Puryear explained that he wanted to stay connected to the process as much as
possible. Every commission project for Puryear necessitated an extensive research and
development process. He took into account factors of site, material, scale, and context
so that each project was a completely different entity.43 The use of native fieldstone
for the sculpture was meaningful, in part due to the historicity of Gettysburg’s location,
but also because Puryear was interested in the how a modern, abstract sculpture could
counterintuitively reflect the landscape of Gettysburg. The organic nature of fieldstone
and a nineteenth-century barn-like reference is intentionally juxtaposed with the
carefully curved and decidedly non-functional shape of the sculpture. In an interview
with museum curator and scholar, Hugh M. Davies, Puryear states the use of local
materials was a way to acknowledge the locale or context, “The fieldstone and mortar
that had been used in barns and houses in that area of Pennsylvania by the German
settlers for centuries — but to use those materials to make something that’s very
clearly mine.”44 Additionally, the use of stone was cost effective and efficient, as the
material was easier to manage and source when compared to materials such as bronze.
Stones — limestone, granite, fieldstone — were gathered from around Gettysburg and
selected for their range of color and size. Micros offered Puryear some stones from his
own studio, others were purchased at the nearby Barrick Quarry, and some were found
on site from the remnants of Linnaean Hall.45
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As Fall of 1982 approached, Puryear asked Micros ‘82, the student representative of the Ad Hoc Sculpture Committee, to aid with the building of the sculpture.
Puryear himself did not have much experience with laying stone, besides some stone
fireplace building and extensive reading on the subject. Yet Puryear did not want to
hire an expert stone mason, as he wanted to work and learn through the process with
his own hands.46 Micros, who had just graduated as a studio art major, was chosen to
assist Puryear because he had recently completed a temporary outdoor sculpture on
campus and was already skilled as a stoneworker.47 In September 1982, Puryear arrived
at Gettysburg with a truck and U-Haul, ready to start building Sentinel.
Puryear first began the construction of Sentinel by building a large wooden
mold, which ensured that the final sculpture would mimic the shape Puryear had been
exploring in other sculptures from this period. The mold was constructed in several
sections, each with wooden slats, and resembled a big basket, echoing the aesthetic
of Puryear’s other sculptures, made both before and after Sentinel, including Bower
(1980), Old Mole (1985), and Thicket (1990). The mold served as a structure to align the
sculpture’s façade. A deep foundation was first dug and filled to provide the stability
needed for a permanent structure. The foundation ensured the sculpture couldn’t be
toppled and would withstand environmental changes. After the cement foundation
was laid, Puryear carefully chose stones and mixed mortar (a combination of lime and
cement). Starting with the foundation and working from the inside of the mold from
the bottom to the top, Puryear and Micros carefully selected stones based on the
contour and size so that they would fit against the mold. In response to an incident
during the first tier of molds — squeezing the mortar in pretty tight and the mortar
going over the stones — Puryear and Micros kept the mortar back around an inch
and used less pressure to get a better fit.48 After the façade was built, the inside of
the sculpture was filled with concrete, making the sculpture an unmovable solid and,
essentially, permanent.
Placed near the center quad on campus, in between Glatfelter Hall and
Pennsylvania Hall, where walkways allow for many vantage points, stands Sentinel.
Measuring 10 feet 6 inches tall by 8 feet, 6 inches wide, and 42 inches in depth at
its largest point, Sentinel is shaped like a mound and resembles an abraded rock
formation. Built through the deliberate placement of stones and mortar, its exterior
is mosaic-like. When discussing how Sentinel evolved from the original maquettes to
its final form, Puryear mentions it generally went from a fuller more cylindrical shape
to a decidedly compressed shape.49 From one angle it looks lopsided and wide; yet
upon looking at it from a different angle, Sentinel’s width decreases, and it appears as
a rather narrow column. As described by Puryear, Sentinel is a sculpture that changes
its form as you walk around it, “Where it goes into plane being very tall and slender
to expanding and being twice that size.”50 Characteristic of site-specific minimalist
sculptures by Robert Morris, Richard Serra, Carl Andre, and Robert Smithson from
the late 1960s and early 1970s, Sentinel is a sculpture dependent on the movement
of the viewer’s body to assert its meaning. As art historian Miwon Kwon describes,
“Site-specific work in its earliest formation, then, focused on establishing an
inextricable, indivisible relationship between the work and its site, and demanded the
physical presence of the viewer for the work’s completion.”51 Despite the sculpture’s
solidity and monumentality, when compared to its location Sentinel becomes quite an
intimate sculpture, one that responds both to the landscape and to the scale of the
students passing by.
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Seeing A Shark Fin:
Criticizing Sentinel
In the early stages of selecting the artist, during the building process, and well after
Sentinel was officially unveiled to the public, the reception for Puryear’s sculpture was
mixed. In a letter to the Gettysburgian, Michael Ripley ’84 complains, “The college is
going to spend $25,000 to build 12-foot shark fin and its shadow that glitters!”52 In an
opinion article for the Gettysburgian titled “Sesquicentennial Sculpture: What Is It?”
student Ellen McDaniel comically criticizes the sculpture, “That sculpture reminds
me of nothing so much as a stoved thumb with a thyroid condition… It has gained
the single achievement of being pronounced uglier than the Benzene Ring which has
been traversing the campus for several years now.”53 In a letter to the editor of The
Gettysburg Times, Walter L. Powell, PhD calls Puryear a “fraud”: “In the guise of ‘art’ has
been permitted to perpetrate such a fraud on the Gettysburg community as his stone
‘rock of rocks.’” Another instance, in a news story published by Harrisburg’s Sunday
Patriot News, Jim Newkirk also shares how Sentinel has been called all sorts of names
by students, “Whale’s Tooth,” “Shark’s Fin,” “Barbecue Pit,” “The Wall.” In this article,
a student considered the sculpture “hideous” and would have preferred “a sculpture
of a Civil War soldier on horseback instead.” Yet, others reacted to the sculpture more
agreeably, including student David McCoy who shared with Newkirk that he liked the
sculpture a lot, “One thing I’m impressed with is it doesn’t contrast with the existing
buildings; it fits in very well.”54 In an article titled “Is It Art Or ‘Sore Thumb?’” John
Stent, a senior at the time, stated “It is exactly what the college needed.” Student
Mark Robbins wrote “The Value of Art,” in which he discusses the ways people value
art, delineates, his positive experience viewing Sentinel and encourages readers to
take their time and engage with the sculpture as well.55 The negative response to the
sculpture was an expected outcome. In a letter to President Glassick, Prof. Paulson
expressed, “I know that many people will criticize Martin Puryear’s work, but I cannot
think of any mark (or any sort) that would receive complete and unanimous support.
Puryear’s is an example of current sculptural ideals.”56 Despite the criticism, those
involved in the project believed in Puryear’s work and the impact and legacy it could
have on campus.
Puryear has described Sentinel as an abstract sculpture, “non-objective,”
meaning it should produce a personal response not necessarily relative to any other
shape or object.57 Puryear shared with Newkirk, “It may look radical to them, but by
the way it is created and the kind of shape it has, it’s a pretty traditional piece of
sculpture.” Puryear believed Sentinel’s design would educate and spark interest in
modern art for those who equate “good” sculpture with recognizable human figures.
Additionally, Sentinel would encourage people to see the sculpture without any
pre-conceived notions of what art and sculpture is “supposed” to be and instead try to
understand it on its own terms.58 In a town filled with figurative sculptures commemorating the Civil War, Sentinel, as a non-representational sculpture, can be seen as quite
confrontational. Its abstract form and modernist insistence on materiality set Sentinel
apart from the dominant motifs in Gettysburg. “It [Sentinel] is pretty much what I had
in mind when I was developing it, and to an extent, I am glad I did it, I’m glad to have
done it here at Gettysburg.”59
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A Hybrid Identity
The resistance to Puryear’s sculpture in Gettysburg may not have been motivated
entirely because of its abstraction, as the issue of race is also a significant consideration in Puryear’s life and art. During his stay in Gettysburg, Puryear at times was
met with passive hostility. For instance, Puryear was denied a room in nearby boarding
houses in spite of advertised vacancies and had to search the outskirts of town for
accommodation.60 Micros recounts asking Puryear about this experience and whether if
it bothered him, to which Puryear responded along the lines, “If they do not want me,
I do not want them either.” Although race is inherent to his experiences as an artist,
Puryear’s oeuvre at first does not seem to tackle Black identity directly. As art historian
John Elderfield describes, “We cannot but think, in Puryear’s case, of the African
diaspora, but although his awareness of his heritage indubitably is prominent in his
idea of otherness, the expression of otherness in his art is far from being restricted to
that.”61 For instance, while Puryear knew of AfriCOBRA in the 1970s, in an interview with
art historian Richard J. Powell, Puryear shared he had never joined a movement nor he
could imagine requiring his art to serve an exclusively social or political role.62 Similarly,
in an interview conducted in 1991, Puryear expressed how his time in Sierra Leone was
spoken of as a recent event, “I find it’s a little unfortunate because it eclipses the fact
that I’ve been working and changing for all of the time since.”63 Puryear acknowledges
that while his time in Africa was a powerful experience, he does not think of it as
translating in his work directly. Instead, Puryear emphasizes how being in Africa made
him feel how American he is, “I think I always knew it but was confronted with it when
there. A lot of Afro-Americans have the feeling that Africa is ‘home’ in a certain sense.
But we really are a hybrid people. We have a complicated and convoluted identity.
The Western legacy is ours too.”64 In one of his best-known works, Ladder for Booker
T. Washington (1996) Puryear confronts race more directly. Made of ash and maple,
the base of Ladder for Booker T. Washington is almost 2 feet wide and it tapers into
a little more than an inch wide at the top. The artwork was originally about forced
perspective, the exaggerated diminution of scale. But, once it was finished, Puryear
claims that the work seemed to connect with the gradual, often illusory notion of
upward progress that Washington encouraged of Black people during the nineteenth
century.65 While not the original intention behind the artwork, Puryear titled it Ladder
for Booker T. Washington, given Washington’s ideas seemed fitting for the artwork:
“It was interesting to me how, once it was titled, the legacy of Booker T. Washington
became what the work is about, occluding any perceptual experience the work might
engender.”66 While Puryear addresses issues of identity and race in Ladder for Booker T.
Washington, he is also attentive to the form and texture of the carefully carved wood.
Puryear’s artworks that consider themes of self and otherness can be understood as
hybrids of different techniques, geographical influences, art movements, and even
allusions to historical periods.
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Making Prints, Drawing
Sculptures
Puryear states, “There’s a narrative in the fabrication of things, which to me is
fascinating.”67 A highly skilled craftsman and sculptor, Puryear’s abilities as a
draughtsman and printmaker are also complementary to his three-dimensional works.
Puryear’s eagerness for understanding the technical processes of making three-dimensional works also translates to his work in two-dimensional drawings and prints. Art
historian Ruth Fine writes, “Puryear responds to media by employing many manipulative processes, including rubbing, smudging, incising, scratching, erasing, and frottage,
all of which emphasize the presence of a very particular hand that is committed to
making itself known as part of a creative process.”68 Puryear often employs heavy wove
sheets for his etchings, drypoint, and aquatint prints, but he also has been known
to draw on paper bags, magazine wrappers, and even napkins.69 According to Fine,
Puryear enjoys the sense of freedom that comes from using a more ordinary material,
it also suggests, “that when an idea presents to Puryear, whether in conversation or
on his own, he finds a way to set it down.”70 His willingness to use readily available
materials is demonstrated in one of the drawings done on a napkin saved by Micros in
which Puryear drew a detailed sketch of ideas for a future project. Puryear’s two-dimensional artworks have functioned as maps, a method to work through ideas and
piece them together.
Puryear’s two-dimensional artworks demonstrate how they are important to
his sculptural practice. The artist’s sketches show a rethinking of previous ideas, the
development of sculptures, and at times introducing new projects.71 Puryear describes
his printmaking process: “I think I try to make work that’s about the ideas in the
sculpture, without making pictures of the sculpture…. There is the potential for much
more spontaneity with prints than there is with the sculpture.”72 Drawings and prints
have become a successful medium for Puryear to give form to thought and develop
different ideas, creating a remarkable oeuvre of artworks on paper.73 Puryear’s prints
and drawings reflect his careful awareness of construction, multiple vantage points,
and various means for making art — both sculpture and finished works on paper
For instance, Puryear’s Lean To (2012), an aquatint and etching on paper print,
suggests an idea for a possible sculpture while echoing two already existing sculptures.
Lean To depicts a wide double-sided sculpture; the left side of the structure resembles
Sentinel’s mortar and fieldstone materiality, while the right side is identically shaped,
but black. The two halves slant toward each other; the mirrored monoliths are joined
by an imagined curved section behind them. While the central composition seems to
emphasize its flatness, the three diagrams surrounding the sculpture aid the viewer
in visualizing the volume and the interior geometry of the structure. Two of these
sketches are 90-degree angle corners, while the third illustration suggests a hollow,
vaulted interior. Lean To clearly resembles the shape and structure of Sentinel, as well
as his later outdoor Untitled sculpture (1993-1994), installed in Oliver Ranch California.
Both sculptures have a similar form with large, slanted monoliths built with mortar and
fieldstone. The decades between the making of Sentinel (1982), Untitled (1993-1994),
and Lean To (2012) demonstrate how Puryear, as expressed by curator Mark Pascale,
has continued to, “cycle through certain forms, motifs, and ideas as his career has
progressed, constantly challenging a purely chronological interpretation of his oeuvre.”74
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In addition to Lean To, two untiled prints shown here demonstrate Puryear’s
interest in creating more subtle, abstract compositions. The print Untitled (1999) is an
etching and aquatint on cream Japanese paper, laid down on white wove paper. The
technique applied is Chine collé, which results in a two-layered paper support by using
a tissue-thin paper, the cream Japanese paper, cut to the size of the printing plate,
and a larger, thicker support paper below, the white wove paper.75 The etching is a dark
circular shape that lays on the lower register of the frame. A small bump on the left side
of the circular shape emerges; the seam joining this one form to the other is at once
subtle and distinct. The crisscross pattern throughout the shape is densely incised, and
these details and web-like markings are more visible upon closer inspection. Three small
circles perforate the larger figure; two of the holes parallel one another and are stacked
one above the other on the left. To the right is a smaller, less geometric rounded shape.
The resulting composition has been read as a figure’s sideways head, the small bump
becoming hair, and the holes vaguely resembling eyes and mouth.76
The form seen in Untitled (1999) — where Puryear investigates the relationship
between negative and positive space (or exteriority and interiority) — is a motif the
artist frequents during this period. For instance, on one print titled Three Holes (2002),
the dark lines of the etching are more visible and radiate out from each bright circle.
Similarly, the sculpture Untitled (1997, Detroit Institute of Arts) made of wire mesh
and pitch, has four holes and transformed the small side bump into a ring base.77 The
Untitled print shown here exemplifies how Puryear rethinks and transforms shape in
both printmaking and sculpture.
While Lean To and Untitled (1999) share motifs with other works in Puryear’s
oeuvre, Untitled (2001) does not refer specifically to an existing sculpture. This woodcut
delineates a shape that resembles a paper scroll. While the curved form appears
to fold inwards, its outside line intersects with the edge of the paper and gives the
illusion that the object extends beyond the frame. The folds of the scroll suggest a
sense of volume, an illusion of seeing the interior of a column. While Puryear studied
printmaking during his time in Stockholm, he spent three decades primarily focusing
on sculpture work and large, site-specific commissions. Puryear didn’t return to
printmaking until the early 2000s. In 2002, Puryear recounts his experience going back
to print-work, “It’s been a little tricky because suddenly going into two dimensions
after working and thinking in three, you have to ask yourself, ‘what is this about, is
this about making pictures of ideas that you want to do or is it really about the idea
of trying to make a drawing that has its own reality?’ and that’s the challenge.” Unlike,
Untitled (1999) which belongs to a group of works with a similar motif, Untitled (2001) is
most likely a print that exists within its own reality and offers another perspective on
the relationship between flatness and depth, volume and form.
Puryear’s prints must be understood in the context of his large and varied oeuvre
in which he consistently emphasizes his skilled handwork and use of natural materials,
while also addressing themes of the present and the past. As Puryear states his desire
in the epigraph above, “to make objects that somehow have their own history and their
own reason for being,” but also reflect “who I am,” each work considered here, whether a
site-specific monument or a seemingly more ethereal print, can be seen as a marker of
his identity, an echo of earlier thoughts, and as a precursor for works to come. Concerned
with the act of making objects that convey a sense of integrity and self, while also recognizing the role of himself as a maker, Puryear always invites the viewer to make their own
interpretation: “I think once art leaves the hand of the artist, leaves the studio, it’s really
announcing itself to the world, and it’s not my place to tell you what you are looking at or
even what I meant to do with it, because sometimes I don’t consciously know.”78
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